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Introduction 
 
• Homecare products are in demand all over the world. As such the formulations need to be able to 
withstand  extreme weather, such as cold climates. 
 
 
• As the temperature of a surfactant system (e.g. dish liquid) is lowered some precipitated crystals 
may be visualized, especially if the temperature is below the Krafft point of the surfactant system. 
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Aims and Objectives 
 
 
 
 Use scientific techniques to study and monitor crystallisation of surfactant based formulations such 
as dish liquid and simple model systems. 
 
 Consider how the factors below affect the rate and shape of crystallisation: 
 
Experimental Setup 
 
• The following equipment (Figure 1) was 
utilised in order to expose a complex 
surfactant system to sub zero temperatures.  
 
• At set intervals after crystallisation,  images 
are acquired  and used  to analyse growth 
rate. 
 
 
Risk of crystallisation 
 
 
 
 
 
Observations 
 
In drop systems, growth originates from the 
outer circumference. Two factors may be 
responsible for this observation: 
1) Surface tension  
2) Temperature  differences 
 
 
Figure 1: Experimental set up for microscopic crystal growth 
Initial Crystal Growth Study 
 
Next Steps 
 
• Chemical and spectroscopic analysis on 
crystal surfactant structure and composition 
e.g. DSC, (cryo) SEM, Raman. 
 
• Determine how the cooling rate affects 
microscopic crystal formation. 
 
 
Figure 2: Crystal growth time series images 
 Long term goal is to minimise the risk of crystallisation  and  subsequently improve profits 
and reduce waste. 
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